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       To all those who are truly seeking first the Kingdom -
those who love God with all of their heart:

"COMMAND YE ME" - COMPENSATION FROM
THE ENEMY 
       
Words of prophecy:                                                     
                      
* Many of My people are "tolerating" the Enemy's
attacks against them to a certain degree - and, thus, he is
getting away with things he should not be. Because of this
lack of resistence to his schemes, he is being "allowed" to
set up camp, so to speak, and remain in a place where he
has a "direct influence" [control] in their lives. 

There are others who have stood in faith and trust
against his attacks and they have gained a certain victory
over him [and in this, I am well-pleased] BUT they have
neglected to make him [compensate] them [as is their
Covenant right] for ALL that he has put them through - or
stolen from them. 

In these days, I am commanding My people [in their
pursuit of the Enemy until he is consumed] to begin to not
only stand in the "fullness" of their Covenant protection
from the Enemy's attacks but, also, commission
[command] Me [in the power and wisdom of My Spirit] to
bring judgement on him - for, as they do, I will SURELY
"stretch forth My Hand" against him, and I will "force"
him, by My great and awesome Power, to compensate any
damages he is responsible for - seven-fold!

...."if he [the thief] be found, he shall restore
sevenfold; he shall give all the substance of his house"....
Proverbs 6:31 KJV

"tolerate" - to allow the existence, presence, practice, or
act of without prohibition or hindrance; permit; to endure
without repugnance; put up with;

"theft" - the wrongful taking and carrying away of the
personal goods or property of another;  

...."concerning the work of my hands command
[appoint, assign and commission] ye Me".... Isaiah 45:11
KJV

What the Father is saying concerning this scripture is

this:

Through the release of faith-filled words, "loose Me
to work on your behalf, give Me an order, give Me a
mandate to carry out for you; give Me the opportunity to
bring judgement on your Adversary - and blessing [the
divine empowerment to prosper] on you.

Praise God! The Devil NEVER wins, when one
continues to exercise a steadfast faith and patience where
their Covenant" is concerned! The above word from the
Father presents another aspect of the "transfer of wealth"
in this final hour. In our diligent pursuit of the true
Kingdom-works that we are called to, let us be found
obedient to "take back" ALL that is rightfully ours, in
Christ. For it is certain that as the children of God are
compensated "seven-fold" for ALL that the Enemy has
stolen from them throughout their lives it will lead to
"divine overflow" in our midst on a major scale - a divine
overflow that will empower us to truly get the job done!

...."And David inquired at the LORD, saying, Shall I
pursue after this troop? shall I overtake them? And he
answered him, Pursue: for thou shalt surely overtake
them, and without fail recover all".... 1 Samuel 30:8
NASB

...."I pursued my enemies and destroyed them, and I
did not turn back until they were consumed. and I have
devoured them and shattered them, so that they did not
rise; And they fell under my feet. For You have girded me
with strength for battle".... 2 Samuel 22:38-40 NASB

...."In righteousness you will be established; You
will be far from oppression, for you will not fear; And
from terror, for it will not come near you. If anyone
fiercely assails you it will not be from Me. Whoever
assails you will fall because of you. Behold, I Myself have
created the smith who blows the fire of coals and brings
out a weapon for its work; And I have created the
destroyer to ruin. NO weapon [and that includes "theft"]
that is formed against you will prosper; And every tongue
that accuses you in judgment you will condemn. This is
the heritage of the servants of the Lord, and their
vindication is from Me, declares the LORD".... Isaiah
54:14-17 NASB

...."the righteous will be rewarded with prosperity"....
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and the wealth of the sinner is stored up for the
righteous".... Proverbs 13:21a,22b NASB

                            DIVINE "OVERFLOW"

...."You crown the year with a bountiful harvest; even
the hard pathways overflow with abundance"....  Psalm
65:11 New Living Translation

a word from the Father:

* Sowing to the Holy Spirit in obedience will always
produce a perfect harvest for one's future [on EVERY
level]. I am the God of "more than enough" - and, thus,
the spontaneous fruit of ALL that I touch is
"superabundant overflow" in the lives of My faithful ones!

It is written, "where the Spirit of the Lord is there is
liberty" and, now, in this most critical hour, we are
beginning to see the first fruits of a people who are
continually filled to overflowing with the Holy Spirit.
Because these holy ones have remained in constant
fellowship with God they have become "partakers" of the
Divine Nature [2 Peter 1:2-4] and, as well as abiding in
the Mind of Christ [1 Corinthians 2:16], they have come
to know intimately the deepest thoughts and intentions of
the Father's heart. There are NO words to adequately
describe the days that are now beginning to overtake all
those who truly love God - those who have laid down
their lives completely to do and say only that which they
are commanded [instructed] to do or say [by the Holy
Spirit abiding within]. 

AN EXPONENTIAL INCREASE IN THE
PRESENCE AND POWER [GLORY] OF GOD IN
OUR MIDST

As individuals move forth from the place of intimate
fellowship with the Father and His Word - in the
obedience that is its spontaneous fruit - He, by the power
of the Holy Spirit, is now going to supernaturally
establish "true" [genuine] corporate unity and one accord
in the midst of His people. This true unity and one accord
will immediately begin to produce an exponential increase
in the Presence and Power [Glory] of God in our midst -
the spontaneous result [fruit] being that there will be a
"divine overflow" [a divine superabundance of life, light,
Love and financial prosperity] that will be poured forth
through a holy people [as a witness and demonstration of
the Kingdom] upon all that crosses their path [Joel 2:1-
11]. 

This will produce great healing and restoration in the

lives of those whose hearts are towards God and bring
great devastation [judgement] upon ALL that has been
established apart from Christ. 

...."Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit of
the Lord is, there is liberty. But we all, with unveiled face,
beholding as in a mirror the glory of the Lord, are being
transformed into the same image from glory to glory, just
as from the Lord, the Spirit".... 2 Corinthians 3:17-18
NASB

...."According to the grace of God which was given
to me, like a wise master builder I laid a foundation, and
another is building on it. But each man must be careful
how he builds on it. For no man can lay a foundation
other than the one which is laid, which is Jesus Christ.
Now if any man builds on the foundation with gold, silver,
precious stones, wood, hay, straw, each man's work will
become evident; for the day will show it because it is [to
be] revealed with fire, and the fire itself will test the
quality of each man's work. If any man's work which he
has built on it remains, he will receive a reward. If any
man's work is burned up, he will suffer loss; but he
himself will be saved, yet so as through fire".... 1
Corinthians 3:10-15 NASB

...."So you will again distinguish between the
righteous and the wicked, between one who serves God
and one who does not serve Him. For behold, the day is
coming, burning like a furnace; and all the arrogant and
every evildoer will be chaff; and the day that is coming
will set them ablaze," says the LORD of hosts, "so that it
will leave them neither root nor branch".... Malachi 3:18-
4:1 NASB

Let us keep our hearts pure in this hour [through
constant fellowship with the Father and His Word in the
"inner chamber"]. For it is the ONLY way for us to safe-
guard against slipping into the self-exaltive [unrighteous]
words and practices that are about to be exposed in our
midst - and, also, the only way for us to be "fit" vessels of
His unlimited Love and Goodness to a generation that is
perishing to a greater degree with each passing day.

...."But I tell you that every careless [idle, non-faith
producing, useless] word that people speak, they shall
give an accounting for it in the day of judgment. For by
your words you will be justified, and by your words you
will be condemned".... Matthew 12:36-37 NASB

...."Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see
[both know and understand] God [and His highest
purpose]".... Matthew 5:8 NASB 
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...."Arise, shine; for your light has come, and the
glory of the LORD has risen upon you. For behold,
darkness will cover the earth and deep darkness the
peoples; But the LORD will rise upon you and His glory
will appear upon you. Nations will come to your light,
and kings to the brightness of your rising".... Isaiah 60:1-
3 NASB

FOUR VILE SCHEMES OF THE ENEMY IN THIS
HOUR TO HINDER OR PREVENT THOSE WHO
ARE TRULY SEEKING GOD FROM ENTERING
INTO THE FULLNESS OF THEIR KINGDOM-
POSITION: FRUSTRATION - DISAPPOINTMENT -
DISCOURAGEMENT - DISHEARTENMENT

"frustration" - a deep chronic sense or state of insecurity
and dissatisfaction arising from unresolved problems or
unfulfilled needs;

        ...."This book of the law [the Word of God] shall not
depart from [always be in] your mouth, but you shall
meditate on it day and night, so that you may be careful to
do according to all that is written in it; for THEN you will
make your way prosperous, and THEN you will have
success".... Joshua 1:8 NASB 

"disappointment" - the state or feeling that accompanies
expectations that are not met;

...."As it is written, Behold I am laying in Zion a
Stone that will make men stumble, a Rock that will make
them fall; but he who believes in Him [who adheres to,
trusts in, and relies on Him] shall not be put to shame nor
be disappointed in his expectations".... Romans 9:33 The
Amplified Translation

"discouragement" - to deprive one of the will to persist
[or endure] in something;

...."For all of them were trying to frighten us,
thinking, 'They will become discouraged with the work
and it will not be done.' But now, O God, strengthen my
hands".... Nehemiah 6:9 NASB

...."Therefore we do not become discouraged [utterly
spiritless, exhausted, and wearied out through fear].
Though our outer man is [progressively] decaying and
wasting away, yet our inner self is being [progressively]
renewed day after day. For our light, momentary
affliction (this slight distress of the passing hour) is ever
more and more abundantly preparing and producing and
achieving for us an everlasting weight of glory [beyond
all measure, excessively surpassing all comparisons and

all calculations, a vast and transcendent glory and
blessedness never to cease!], Since we consider and look
not to the things that are seen but to the things that are
unseen; for the things that are visible are temporal [brief
and fleeting], but the things that are invisible are
deathless and everlasting".... 2 Corinthians 4:16-18 The
Amplified Translation

"disheartenment" - to depress, weaken, defer or destroy
one's hope, enthusiasm or spirit;

...."Hope deferred makes the heart sick, but when the
desire is fulfilled, it is a tree of life".... Proverbs 13:12
The Amplified Translation

         FRUSTRATION AND DISAPPOINTMENT 

Frustration and disappointment are two things
[strongholds] that are "potentially" found within the heart
and mind of the believer. Both frustration and
disappointment are not effected by that which comes from
the "outside" through physical circumstances although
many still believe that every evidence of frustration or
disappointment is caused by the actions of someone
OTHER than themselves - through "outward"
circumstances. In reality, they are the product of a
"maintained" attitude within one's heart that is rooted in
self-focus and self-desire.

REGARDLESS OF WHAT OTHERS HAVE DONE
[OR NOT DONE]: TO BELIEVE THAT THEY ARE
THE ROOT CAUSE OF FRUSTRATION IN OUR
OWN LIFE IS TO BELIEVE A LIE!

ALL frustration in the life of any child of God is the
direct product of a "maintained" element of disobedience
in their life - while disappointment is ALWAYS the direct
result of a "misplaced" faith [trust]! It is very important
for the child of God who truly desires to be aware of [and,
thus, completely free from] all of the schemes of the
Enemy to NEVER affix themselves to discerning through
outward circumstances, or look at others - "thinking"
[believing] that they are the cause of their frustration.
Regardless of what others have done [or not done - as the
case may be]: to believe that they are the root cause of
frustration in our own life is to believe a lie! Even though
we may have a certain knowledge that others are not
obeying God on our behalf this will NEVER produce
frustration in the life of one whose heart is pure, and in
whose life there is no wilful disobedience. 
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FRUSTRATION IS MEANT BY SATAN TO
PRODUCE THE RELEASE OF CURSES
[UNRIGHTEOUS WORDS SPOKEN OR WRITTEN
THROUGH AN UNRIGHTEOUS MOTIVATION]

On the one hand, frustration is meant by Satan to
produce the release of "curses" [unrighteous words
spoken or written through an unrighteous motivation]
while purity of heart will always cause that one to rise up
in faith [love] to both bless and empower the disobedient
one that has been brought across their path. If frustration
rears its ugly head THEN the child of God should
immediately set themselves apart unto God with a view to
allowing the Holy Spirit to disclose ANY failure on their
part to carry out any instructions already given them by
the Father. This will SURELY cut down Satan's scheme
right at the root!

                            DISAPPOINTMENT

As mentioned earlier, ALL disappointment in the
Christian is the direct result of a misplaced faith [trust]. If
one's faith is based solely on revelation knowledge
[something that God has revealed to their heart] and they
are walking that revelation out with perfect corresponding
words and actions [through the power and unction of the
Holy Spirit] then they will NEVER be overcome by
disappointment. Why is it that one will NEVER
experience disappointment when their faith is truly resting
wholly upon a revelation of the Father's will? It is simply
that when one exercises an absolute faith - working
through a perfect love - they will have a deep assurance in
their heart [regardless of outward appearances or
circumstances] that Love NEVER fails! 

LOVE NEVER FAILS TO ACCOMPLISH
PERFECTLY THAT WHICH HE HAS SET HIS
HEART UPON

It is extremely important for every last child of God
to KNOW that Love NEVER fails to accomplish perfectly
that which He has set His heart upon. When one has a
revelation of the Father's heart-desire towards them
THEN that godly desire becomes rooted and grounded
within them - the spontaneous by-product being that that
one shall be righteously motivated in ALL things. This, of
course, being as long as the godly desire abiding within
them is diligently maintained through a perfect and
abiding fellowship with the Father and His Word in the
"inner chamber" on a daily basis. If the child of God has
come to the place wherein they have allowed themselves
to experience disappointment - in others, in themselves or
even in God - then, as was the case with frustration, they

MUST set themselves apart unto the Father and allow the
Holy Spirit to reveal ANY areas of mistrust in Him [and,
also, any areas wherein they "mentally ascended to His
Will in their own strength, desire and understanding]. 

IF ONE WILL READILY REPENT OF THEIR
LACK OF FAITH AND MISTRUST TOWARDS
THE FATHER AND HIS WORD [WILL] THEN HE
SHALL SURELY CAUSE A GLORIOUS RE-
CONNECTION AND RESTORATION TO HIS
WORD [WILL] BY THE POWER OF HIS SPIRIT
[WHO IS THE SPIRIT OF WISDOM AND
REVELATION]

In this situation, if one will readily repent of their
lack of faith [and mistrust] towards the Father and His
Word THEN He shall SURELY cause a glorious re-
connection and restoration to His Word [Will] by the
power of His Spirit [Who is the Spirit of Wisdom and
Revelation] and their faith shall once again be found to be
perfectly and completely placed upon Him. And, thus,
ALL of the disappointment that was the certain product of
their misplaced faith shall, as was in the case of
frustration, be cut down at the root. Every child of God
must come to the clear realization that it is ONLY the
Holy Spirit Who can bring us into the fullness of all that
we are in Christ. We cannot work in our own strength and
our own understanding to accomplish the fullness of
Christ in us. It is the impartation of the Holy Spirit [Who
is the Spirit of Love] within us that will, ultimately,
accomplish perfectly that complete work in us. 

SUMMARIZING:

If we are a people who are "abiding" in an absolute
faith - and therefore a perfect obedience [love] - we will
not be overcome by disappointment or frustration in ANY
way, shape or form! If one maintains disobedience
[through stubbornness and/or rebellion] and/or they
maintain a "misplaced" faith [placing their faith in
something or someone other than God - something that
has NOT been "revealed" to their heart by the Holy
Spirit] then they will surely be overcome [overwhelmed] -
first by frustration and then, through that misplaced faith,
they shall be overcome by disappointment. But again, if
one maintains a diligent consecration before [separation
unto] the Father and His Word on a daily basis their faith
will become strong and Satan and his forces will be
totally defeated in their attempt to maintain control of the
child of God through these two avenues of frustration and
disappointment.
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                           DISCOURAGEMENT

...."These are the ones who are beside the road
where the word is sown; and when they hear,
immediately Satan comes and takes away the word
which has been sown in them. "In a similar way these
are the ones on whom seed was sown on the rocky places,
who, when they hear the word, immediately receive it with
joy; and they have no firm root in themselves, but are only
temporary; then, when affliction or persecution arises
because of the word, immediately they fall away. "And
others are the ones on whom seed was sown among the
thorns; these are the ones who have heard the word, but
the worries of the world, and the deceitfulness of riches,
and the desires for other things [that are apart from
God's Will] enter in and choke the word, and it becomes
unfruitful".... Mark 4:15-19 NASB

The next two facets of Satan's schemes [the first two
being frustration and disappointment] against those who
are truly seeking the fullness of the Father's Will are a
little more of an "elevated attack". From the time that the
child of God first begins to gain revelation knowledge
Satan is intent [determined] on removing that "seed". His
main strategy in this scheme is to cause one to get their
eyes off of Jesus [the Word of God] and onto themselves
[self-focus]. When one begins to "maintain" ANY
element of self-focus [self-desire] THEN, immediately, a
spirit of discouragement will begin to operate, and
discouragement will begin to influence the heart and mind
of that one with a view to weakening their will and
"dimming" the vision [revelation] they have received
from God . 

Quite simply, when one "maintains" self-focus they
begin to be "moved" by what they see and hear and feel
and think rather than the revelation knowledge abiding in
their heart. It can be a very subtle transference from the
exercising of divine faith to the exercising of a "natural"
faith, but it is certain that the longer one maintains self-
focus the deeper into darkness they position themselves.
Again, it is the desire of the Evil One to keep the
Christian in this place of self-focus [self-desire] because
it is from that place he can control them through their
"continued" reliance upon their five physical senses.

WHEN THE CHILD OF GOD FIRST BEGINS TO
EXPERIENCE ANY ELEMENT OF
DISCOURAGEMENT THEY NEED TO
IMMEDIATELY STOP OPERATING OUT OF THE
THOUGHT PROCESSES AND ACTIONS THAT
WERE [AND ARE] BASED ON THEIR
"OUTWARD" CIRCUMSTANCES

When the child of God first begins to experience
ANY element of discouragement they need to
IMMEDIATELY stop operating out of the thought
processes [mind-sets]and actions that were [and are]
based on their "outward" circumstances and immediately
draw near to the Father that He might both refresh and
revitalize the revelation knowledge [vision] in their heart
- which at that point seems to be hidden within a cloudy
haze. As the child of God is faithful to enter, daily, into
perfect fellowship in the "inner chamber" with the Father
THEN immediately divine light will begin to flood their
heart - exposing the schemes of Satan and his forces and
causing that one to realize just how far they had
"unconsciously" departed from faith [love and
obedience].

IN THIS LAST OF THE LAST HOUR IT IS
EXTREMELY IMPORTANT FOR EVERY CHILD
OF GOD TO REMAIN SOBER CONCERNING
SPIRITUAL THINGS

Our main task as children of God is to walk by faith
[love] - KNOWING that what has been "revealed" to our
heart in the very presence of God will SURELY come to
pass if we will but maintain a perfect diligence towards
the Will and purpose of the Father. In this last of the last
hour it is extremely important for every child of God to
remain sober concerning spiritual things for if one is
faithful to do so they will SURELY be alerted to ANY
activity [both within and around them] that does not have
its origin in the Holy Spirit. In these days, as the Holy
Spirit is being poured out to a continually greater degree,
Satan is unleashing a more intense attack on the children
of God - and so, when these various spirits [frustration,
disappointment, discouragement, disheartenment] come
against the people of God it is certain that they will come
with the "potential" to overwhelm ALL those who have
"maintained" ANY element of self-desire [self-will]. 

IT IS ONLY UNDER THE "UMBRELLA" OF THE
COVENANT - A COVENANT THAT WAS BOTH
PURCHASED AND RATIFIED BY THE PRECIOUS
BLOOD OF JESUS - THAT ONE SHALL BE KEPT
SAFE FROM THE SATAN AND HIS FORCES IN
THESE DAYS!

Without a "continual" inflow of revelation
knowledge and without the "continual" renewing of the
mind then the child of God will most certainly be found to
be operating from a soulish state - and, thus, they will
have NO defense against these intense attacks. This will
lead to much "rampant emotionalism" in both word and
deed and, also, it will SURELY lead the unrepentant one
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into the wrong [unrighteous] place at the wrong time - a
wrong positioning wherein Satan will attack them openly!
This is the reality of these last days and, thus, we MUST
be found as faithful children - diligent in ALL things
pertaining to the Father's plan for our life and ministry.
One does not want to be found on the "outside looking in"
where the Covenant of God is concerned in this last hour.
For it is only under the "umbrella" of the Covenant [a
Covenant that was both purchased and ratified by the
precious Blood of Jesus] in faith that one shall be kept
safe from the Satan and his forces in these days!

THE REVELATION ABIDING WITHIN US MUST
BE KEPT ALIVE AND ACTIVE

The great tragedy of falling into ANY wrong-
positioning by the child of God is that because they have
"allowed" themselves to be held captive by the spirits of
darkness they are not conscious of the dire position they
have entered into - and thus, when the Enemy strikes it
will be too late! The revelation abiding within us must be
kept alive and active, and this is done by simple, step by
step obedience - from faith to faith in the presence of the
Father and in the power of the Holy Spirit.
   
                            DISHEARTENMENT

The spirit of disheartenment is one of the most
"deadly" spirits that the children of God will encounter in
this hour. The manifestation of this spirit makes
"discouragement" seem like a minor occurrence! Again,
when talking about the attacks of the spirit of
discouragement and the spirit of disheartenment, we are
talking about attacks on those who are truly seeking first
the Kingdom of God. And so, the Enemy's chief aim is to
cause the child of God to become detached [spiritually
speaking] from any revelation knowledge [vision] that
has been given to them by the Holy Spirit [the Spirit of
wisdom and revelation] throughout the course of their
Christian walk. 

This "detachment" from [aloofness and indifference
to] revelation knowledge ALWAYS produces "spiritual
weakness" [this is not to be confused with the weakness of
the flesh]. If the child of God allows themselves to come
into this place of spiritual weakness then at some point
Satan will cause a "multi-faceted" attack in what he deems
to be perfect timing. The aim of this multi-faceted attack
is to produce a deep and overwhelming disheartenment
[literally take the true heart-desire away - and thus
extinguish it] causing that one - in their hopelessness
[despair] and lack of vision - to move "radically" apart
from that which they once "knew" to be the Will of God.

In their compulsive [obsessed-uncontrolled] words and
actions - words and actions that have taken them out of
the Father's Will - they will, for a time, either be used to
persecute the true servants of God [of which they were
once one] or they shall be destroyed by the Evil One and
his forces [both spiritually and physically] as they are
continually drawn out into an ever deepening darkness
[Isaiah 60:2].

THE SPIRIT OF DISHEARTENMENT HAS A
MUCH MORE INTENSE MANIFESTATION THAN
A SPIRIT OF DEPRESSION OR A SPIRIT OF
HEAVINESS

The spirit of disheartenment has a much more intense
manifestation than a spirit of depression or a spirit of
heaviness. When affixed to impure ground [that has been
maintained] in the heart of a believer it will SURELY
compel or force one to "take action" and speak words
based upon their "own" understanding just in order to
escape the pressure being exerted by a number of evil
spirits working together to move that child of God
distinctly apart from the path of their true "Kingdom-
position". An extreme example of the effect of a spirit of
disheartenment is suicide but, again, its most common
effect [if successful] is to move one out of their true
Kingdom-position and destiny, in Christ, into wrong
positioning and the "dead works" that are its spontaneous
fruit.

THE TWO MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF AN
ATTACK BY A SPIRIT OF DISHEARTENMENT

The two main characteristics of an attack by a spirit
of disheartenment are first what could best be described
as a "paralyzing" physical attack, which could manifest in
a deep heaviness and, also, through infirmity [which
produces an element of discouragement and
disheartenment on its own]. Secondly, one will
experience a constant bombardment of unrighteous words
and reproach - and, also, with that bad circumstances
["the conspiracies of man" formulated through
unrighteously motivated vessels] that will "confirm" to
the five physical senses the lies previously put forth
through the evil spirits that are attempting to work.
                                                                                            

"DISHEARTENMENT" IS A DEADLY SPIRIT

"relentless" - steady and persistent; unyielding in
severity;

As mentioned earlier, "disheartenment" is a deadly
spirit - for it has the serious potential to cause a child of
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God to forsake their true destiny, in Christ. Again, its
chief aim is to get one to step out of the Will of God -
through the denial [forsaking] of the revelation [vision]
that once burned brightly [actively] in their heart. If one
battles this spirit [in the power of faith, love and Grace]
by continually holding fast to the Will of God through the
continual speaking [proclamation] of words and carrying
out of actions that are in accordance with "revelation
knowledge" the Holy Spirit has placed in their heart
THEN that spirit is "relentless" in its efforts to both
discourage [oftentimes through persecution, ungodly
counsel and reproach] and torment [the continual
bombardment of one's thought-life with fear-filled lies
and hopelessness] that one until they "give up" their walk
of faith to some degree. 

If one does "allow" themselves to be overcome
[overwhelmed] by this spirit [through fear {particularly
the fear of man}, doubt and unbelief] THEN, suddenly, it
ceases its "relentless" pursuit of its victim and, in its
place, a "false" peace and joy come on that one with a
view to making them "think" [feel] they made a wrong
decision in the first place. And, thus, they forsake the
"actual' revelation [vision] of the Father's Will for their
life and ministry believing that they are now "on track" -
while, in reality, they have entered onto a path that
"seems" good but its end is the way of unrighteousness
and darkness [death]. The bottom line in guarding against
this attack is for the child of God to cling [affix
themselves] to that which they KNOW is from God -
through a continual accessing of His Grace
[empowerment] [Romans 5:1-2 KJV]. 

All those who are truly seeking first the Kingdom
have had to battle this "spirit" to some degree [as the
spirit of disheartenment is the Enemy's main thrust
against the "forerunners" - remnant Church] BUT soon
the Father will establish His faithful and obedient ones in
the true spiritual environments [fortresses] that He has
planned for them and in that place true, corporate unity
[one accord] will rule - and NO longer will there be ANY
sign of the Enemy in the camp! 

                        THE SPIRIT OF PRAISE

...."Through Him [Christ], therefore, let us
constantly and at all times offer up to God a sacrifice of
praise, which is the fruit of lips that thankfully
acknowledge and confess and glorify His name".... 
Hebrews 13:15 The Amplified Translation

The point of all that I have written up to now is: if a
Christian has allowed themselves to be attacked by these

spirits over a period of time then they MUST come to the
place wherein they make the "quality decision" to offer up
a continual sacrifice of praise in the very face of this
attack. Ultimately, if one will maintain a spirit of praise -
regardless of how they "feel" or hear or see or think -
THEN this spirit will be put to flight and perfect spiritual
vision will be restored. Unfortunately, there will be some
who do succumb to the attacks of the Evil One in this last
hour, but EVERYONE MUST KNOW that the Father has
made the perfect provision in Christ [for whosoever truly
desires the fullness of His Will for their life and ministry]
to escape [overcome] the vile schemes of Satan and enter
into the "fullness" of their true Kingdom-position and
destiny, in Christ.

WE ARE TRULY IN THE HOUR OF ABSOLUTE
ACCOUNTABILITY CONCERNING ALL THAT
THE FATHER HAS SPOKEN TO HIS CHILDREN

Once again, the bottom line for us, as Christians, is
that we must be found walking in faith [and being
righteously motivated towards the Father and towards
His people] at ALL times. For many years now the
revelation of the extreme importance of faith and trust
[and how to walk in them] has been released through the
faithful and obedient handmaidens and bondservants of
the Lord. And the call for EVERY Christian to come into
that place of "walking above" the soulish realm - that is,
maintaining their spirit man in a position of dominance
over the soul and the body - has also been taught. Now,
we find that we are truly in the hour of absolute
accountability concerning all that the Father has spoken to
His children. 

WE CAN NO LONGER BE A PEOPLE WHOSE
LIVES ARE "CONTROLLED" IN ANY WAY BY
THE FLEETING FEELINGS AND EMOTIONS AND
THOUGHTS WHICH ARE THE PRODUCT OF
SELF-DESIRE AND SELF-FOCUS

Because of these things, we can no longer be a
people whose lives are "controlled" in any way by the
fleeting feelings and emotions and thoughts that are the
product of self-desire and self-focus. For to do so means
that one will not stand at all in this last hour against the
onslaught of the Evil One. We truly are "pilgrims" in this
earth, and we must be found walking in the fullness of the
absolute Kingdom principles that have been revealed to
our heart - ALWAYS refusing to be either influenced or
motivated in ANY way by that which has its origin apart
from the Holy Spirit [and the revelation of Christ that He
continually imparts to the heart that is faithful before
God]. 
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HOW IS IT THAT WE SOMETIMES FORGET
THAT THE GOD WE SERVE IS "ALMIGHTY"
GOD?

...."In that day the Branch of the LORD will be
beautiful and glorious, and the fruit of the earth will be
the pride and the adornment of the survivors of Israel. It
will come about that he who is left in Zion and remains in
Jerusalem will be called holy - everyone who is recorded
for life in Jerusalem. When the Lord has washed away the
filth of the daughters of Zion and purged the bloodshed of
Jerusalem from her midst, by the spirit of judgment and
the spirit of burning, then the LORD will create over the
whole area of Mount Zion and over her assemblies a
cloud by day, even smoke, and the brightness of a flaming
fire by night; for over all the glory will be a canopy.
There will be a shelter to give shade from the heat by day,
and refuge and protection from the storm and the rain"....
Isaiah 4:2-6 NASB

"almighty" - having unlimited power; influence;

The day is coming - indeed, has already come - when
the Holy Fire of God will be released to such a great and
intense degree that ALL in His path that is apart from
Christ will be both exposed and consumed. This great
outpouring and manifestation of God in our midst will
produce a holy reverence that will send shock waves
throughout the earth - turning it upside down and
effecting every purpose born in the heart of the Father.
And, because of these things, many will enter into their
true Kingdom-position and destiny while, at the same
time, many will flee [in their rebellion] from the very
face of the One Who died for them. How is it that we
sometimes forget that the God we serve is ALMIGHTY
God! In the days ahead, we will experience the greatest
outpouring of His Presence this earth has ever seen - and
that, in itself, should alert us to the fact that we must be
ready [prepared]. For what the earth is about to see has
never been seen before!

...."And it shall come to pass in the last days, God
declares, that I will pour out of My Spirit upon all
mankind, and your sons and your daughters shall
prophesy [telling forth the divine counsels] and your
young men shall see visions (divinely granted
appearances), and your old men shall dream [divinely
suggested] dreams. Yes, and on My menservants also and
on My maidservants in those days I will pour out of My
Spirit, and they shall prophesy [telling forth the divine
counsels and predicting future events pertaining
especially to God's kingdom]. And I will show wonders in
the sky above and signs on the earth beneath, blood and

fire and smoking vapor; The sun shall be turned into
darkness and the moon into blood before the obvious day
of the Lord comes - that great and notable and
conspicuous and renowned [day]. And it shall be that
whoever shall call upon the name of the Lord [invoking,
adoring, and worshiping the Lord - Christ] shall be saved
[experience the fullness of salvation]. [Joel 2:28-32]"....
Acts 2:17-21 The Amplified Translation

                                      ***** 

       NUGGETS FROM THE INNER CHAMBER

* Sometimes, in our attempt to please God, it is the
simplest things [failure to obey in the little details] that
can trip us up. Regardless of what is happening in this
hour in each individual life [of those who are truly
seeking God] it is of the utmost importance for all of us to
stay very alert [diligent] in every sense of the word -
NEVER taking any preconceived notions or holding to
any former "mind-sets" based on past experience. 

...."He who is faithful [obedient] in a very little thing
is faithful also in much; and he who is unrighteous
[disobedient] in a very little thing is unrighteous also in
much".... Luke 16:10 NASB

* One would think that others would spontaneously
rejoice in the blessings of the Lord overtaking another
BUT in this hour even the most simple expression of joy
and thanksgiving for the true work of the Lord [both
inwardly and as far as the corporate reality of the Church
goes] will be met with misunderstanding and derision by
those whose hearts still have "self" on the throne to ANY
degree. For it is certain that the "revelation" [Wisdom]
received by those who are truly seeking God [and the
"true" works of God that are the spontaneous fruit of their
life and ministry] will ALWAYS threaten the agendas of
the "self-seeking".

...."Do not give what is holy to dogs, and do not
throw your pearls before swine, or they will trample them
under their feet, and turn and tear you to pieces"....
Matthew 7:6 NASB

...."Who among you is wise and understanding? Let
him show by his good behavior his deeds in the gentleness
of wisdom. But if you have bitter jealousy and selfish
ambition in your heart, do not be arrogant and so lie
against the truth. This wisdom is not that which comes
down from above, but is earthly, natural, demonic. For
where jealousy and selfish ambition exist, there is
disorder and every evil thing. But the wisdom from above
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is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, reasonable, full of
mercy and good fruits, unwavering, without hypocrisy"....
James 3:13-17 NASB

...."Blessed are those who have been persecuted for
the sake of righteousness, for theirs is the kingdom of
heaven. Blessed are you when people insult you and
persecute you, and falsely say all kinds of evil against you
because of Me. Rejoice and be glad, for your reward in
heaven is great; for in the same way they persecuted the
prophets who were before you".... Matthew 5:10-12 NASB

* One can ask for divine direction BUT unless their
heart is truly willing to "act" [in obedience] on whatever
the Holy Spirit might reveal THEN it is certain that He
will remain silent until such as time as they are. Lord,
make us willing to be made willing in all things -
according to Your highest purpose

...."You will seek Me and find Me when you search
for Me with all your heart".... Jeremiah 29:13 NASB

* In this season, the Lord is confronting any ground of
fear that remains in the hearts of those who are truly
seeking Him. Therefore, every last opportunity to walk in
faith [and Love] in the midst of adversity will pay very
big dividends [spiritually speaking] in the glorious days
just ahead in the lives of those who remain faithful to hold
fast to the revelation [vision] in their heart [through a
steadfast faith, love and patience]. 

"expel" - to drive or force out or away; to eject or drive
out with force; 

...."There is no fear in love [dread does not exist],
but full-grown [complete, perfect] love turns fear out of
doors and expels every trace of terror! ".... 1 John 4:18a
The Amplified Translation

...."For the vision is yet for the appointed time; It
hastens toward the goal and it will not fail. Though it
tarries, wait for it; For it will certainly come, it will not
delay. Behold, as for the proud one, His soul is not right
within him; But the righteous will live by his faith"....
Habakkuk 2:3-4 NASB

* It is a very good thing for one to remain "very
sensitive" to the moving [or lack thereof] of the Holy
Spirit - especially in a "confrontive" environment. For He
ALWAYS knows what the best strategy is and will keep
one safe - regardless of what the Enemy is trying to do.

...."a man of understanding keeps silent".... Proverbs

11:12 NASB

...."No weapon that is formed against you will
prosper; And every tongue that accuses you in judgment
you will condemn [both convict and show to be in the
wrong through your continued love and obedience]. This
is the heritage of the servants of the LORD, and their
vindication is from Me," declares the LORD".... Isaiah
54:17 NASB

* Resting our head on [drawing near to] the Father's
heart is a very special thing - and is an absolute
prerequisite for those truly seeking to enter into the
fullness of their Kingdom-position and destiny in this
final hour.

...."He who has My commandments and keeps them is
the one who loves Me; and he who loves Me will be loved
by My Father, and I will love him and will disclose Myself
to him....... If anyone loves Me, he will keep My word; and
My Father will love him, and We will come to him and
make Our abode with him".... John 14:21, 23 NASB

* Once one has entered into intimate fellowship with
the Father [and His Word] on a daily basis [and, thus,
gained a deep revelation of the spiritual reality of God's
Love] then ANYTHING less [such as any form of
"soulish" relationship] than that which proceeds from
Divine Love [true Covenant-relationship - with both God
and man] becomes unacceptable to them.

...."And walk in love, [esteeming and delighting in
one another] as Christ loved us and gave Himself up for
us".... Ephesians 5:2a The Amplified Translation

* The two prerequisites to one walking [abiding] in
"pin-point accuracy" where their obedience to God is
concerned are having, as their deepest heart-desire, to
continually make choices that are righteous in the sight of
God, and "maintaining" the mind-set and heart-attitude
that it is ONLY His Will that matters - in ALL things.

...."But seek [aim at and strive after] first of all His
kingdom and His righteousness [His way of doing and
being right], and then all these things taken together will
be given you besides".... Matthew 6:33 The Amplified
Translation

...."Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done in earth, as
it is in heaven".... Matthew 6:10 NASB

* Those who are truly seeking God and the fullness of
Kingdom-position and destiny have come to know [on the
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negative side] just how powerful soulish curses, reproach
and persecution can be. So, then, [on the positive side]
HOW MUCH MORE will the Love of God and the
precious Blood of Jesus override ALL of those things to
elevate both the vessel walking in [containing] the Love -
and all of the others that that Love is directed towards? 

...."A new commandment I give to you, that you love
one another, even as I have loved you, that you also love
one another. By this all men will know that you are My
disciples, if you have love for one another".... John 13:34-
35 NASB

* The purity of a heart that loves [delights in] the
Father and His Word with every fiber of its being is truly
a beautiful and wondrous sight to behold - in every way.

...."Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see
[both know and understand] God".... Matthew 5:8 NASB

...."worship the Lord in the beauty of holiness"....
Psalms 29:2 KJV

...."Praise the LORD! How blessed is the man who
fears [reverences] the LORD, who greatly delights in His
commandments".... Psalms 112:1 NASB

                                        *****
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